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Abstract.Underwater imaging is an important method to discover and study deep sea life. However, 
the information obtained from the 2-dimensional imaging materials acquired by the current 
technological method is too limited to meet the requirements of scientific research. In this article, a 
package of underwater lighting and stereo vision measurement hardware system is designed that 
could be carried by underwater platform. The feasibility and accuracy of the proposed methods is 
proved by the pool principle experiment. This system could provide technological support for the 
deep sea biology study and the exploitation of deep sea biological resources, and also be used for 
the 3D reconstruction and measurement of underwater micro topography and targets. 

1. Introduction 

Deep sea is abundant in natural resources and is also an important window to know the origin of 
life and the internal world of the earth. With the development of ROV, manned submersibles, 
cabled ocean observatory systems and other underwater platforms, human’s observation and study 
of deep sea life develops from trawling to underwater camera. However, there are still many limits 
in applying underwater imaging materials in deep water biological studies because existing deep 
water observation system basically uses a single camera to take the pictures of deep water life, 
which can only get 2D images. Without the position information of underwater targets, the body 
length, the body depth and other important morphological characters necessary for the 
morphological classification and identification can’t be calculated from the images. This limits the 
application of underwater camera significantly in deep sea biological resources and deep sea 
mineral resources research.  

Stereo vision system is an effective method to quantitatively analyze features of underwater life 
from the deep sea imaging materials. By acquiring the image of the object with a pre-calibrated 
dual-camera system, the 3D information of the object could be calcuated from the images [1-6]. In 
this article, targeting at the requirements of deep sea biological resources survey which includes the 
3D size measurement of fish, we established a package of underwater lighting and binocular vision 
measurement system that could be carried by underwater platform. The research results of this 
article could provide technological support for deep sea studies and the exploitation of deep sea 
biological resources. 

2. Underwater refraction camera model 

Imaging processing in the air medium can be described by the traditional pin-hole camera model. 
As for underwater imaging, the light from the water medium penetrates to the air medium through 
sealed glass, and in the end penetrates the lens and then is received by the CCD sensor. As 
refraction occurs when the light enters a medium from another medium which is a non-single 
viewpoint problem, if the camera model for the air medium is applied directly in the underwater 
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condition, there will be measurement errors inevitably. Fig.1 shows the differences between the two 
kinds of camera models. 

 
Fig.1: Underwater imaging model 

According to the derivation in literatures[7], the camera model in the water medium can be 
established (Eq. 1). There is the complex relationship between an object point (rw, zw) under the 
world coordinate system and image point ri relative to d, f and n. Here d denotes the distance 
between the center of lens and the surface of sealed glass. f is the distance between the center of the 
lens and CCD sensor. n is the index of refraction in water. As the distance between the center of the 
lens and the surface of the sealed glass and the refraction index of water medium are involved, the 
camera model in water is more complicated than in air medium (Eq. 2). 
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It can be seen that underwater camera model shown in Eq. 1 is equivalent to the pin-hole model 
when d=0 and θ<5°. Under this occasion, the camera model is equivalent to a perspective pinhole 

camera model with effective mediumf n f= ⋅ . 

3. Pool experiment and result analysis 

3.1 Experimental system 

The artificial pool with the experimental environment of 2m×4m (Fig.2.a), adopted color 
industrial camera with two megapixels and LED flash lamps (Fig.2.b) , both of which were sealed 
in the cylindrical shape and operated with 6000m dielectric strength test. The collecting mode of the 
system was trigger collection to make sure that the flash lights work simultaneously with the 
cameras. The measured distance of the system was between 1.3m to 1.7m. The target with 
checkerboard pattern is used for camera calibration.  
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(a) Pool used in the experiment                    (b)Underwater binocular vision system 

Fig.2: Experimental setup 
Two experiments were conducted. One is the calibration experiment of the cameras under water, 

and the other is the dimension measurement of fish. In the calibration experiment, the calibration 
plate was put in different positions (Fig.3) in the view field of the camera. The physiological 
indexes of emulational carp were measured in the fish measurement experiment. 

 
Fig.3: Underwater calibration imaging 

3.2 Calibration experiment of underwater camera and result discussion 

The cameras were calibrated in the water and in the air respectively. According to the 
experimental data, the obvious difference of calibration results between underwater condition and 
that in the air was the change of fx and fy. The comparison result was shown in Table 1. According 
to the calculated result, the focal length of the underwater camera/ the focal length of camera in the 
air≈ n water, the index of refraction is about 1.33333. 

Table 1: Comparison of calibration data 

 fx fy 

Underwater 
calibration 2501.24860079 2504.71654955 

Calibration in the air 1875.43537389 1871.84691802 

fx1/fx2 1.333689 1.338321 
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3.3 Verification of system measurement accuracy  

In this article, we proved the measurement accuracy of the system by measuring the size of 
calibrated checkerboard. The actual size of each checkerboard is 30mm. The sizes of checkerboards 
are measured on four groups of images in the horizontal and longitudinal direction respectively. 
According to the results, the measurement accuracy of this underwater stereo vision system was 
better than 0.4mm.  

3.4 Measurement experiment of fish and result discussion 

As for the measurement of emulational carp, the measurement range was between 1.3m to 1.7m. 
The measurement target was the emulational carp shown in Fig.4.b. To measure the emulational 
carp, a feature point is selected manually from the left camera image. Then the accurate matching 
point on the right camera image is determined by providing an initial matching manually. Finally, 
the 3D coordinate was calculated according to the camera calibration parameters. The measurement 
results were shown in Table 2. According to the result, the measurement accuracy is better than 
2.7mm. 

      
(a) Diagram of the morphological characters of fish  (b) Emulational carp 

Fig.4: Emulational carp for measurement 
According to the underwater camera calibration experiment and the fish measurement 

experiment, it can be found that measurement with emulational carp caused larger errors than with 
the checkerboard calibration. This result was mainly caused by the selection of feature dots. The 
characteristic of the checkerboard was the corner point, which was easy to select. However, the 
feature dot of an emulational fish was not obvious and manual selection would bring some errors. 

Table 2: Measurement data of emulational carp experiment 
Parameters Actual measurement value[mm] Mean 

[mm] 
Actual 

size 
[mm] 

Difference 
[mm] 

1 2 3 4 

Body length 283.2  285.8  289.6  288.7  286.8  285.4  1.4  

Fork length 319.2  317.9  321.7  320.5  319.8  322.5  -2.7  

Body width 99.7  101.1  101.0  96.9  99.7  101.6  -1.9  

Tail fin 
height 

100.9  101.0  101.3  101.4  101.1  103.8  -2.7  

Eye diameter 10.8  11.2  11.4  11.9  11.3  12.3  -1.0  

Head length 85.8  80.3  86.6  83.2  84.0  84.6  -0.6  
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4. Conclusions 

The stereo vision method is proposed to measure the 3D sizes of deep sea fish in this article. We 
designed a package of binocular vision measurement and underwater lighting system that could be 
carried with deep sea platform. Through pool experiment, we completed the underwater camera 
calibration and measurement of the characteristic sizes of fish. The experimental results proved that 
this system could be used to measure the biological characteristic data of fish. In the future, we plan 
to perform a deep sea field measurement to provide data support for the further improvement of this 
system. 
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